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Top right: histogram and three fiber surface control polygons (FSCPs), specified by red, blue green, and purple. Center:
Corresponding fiber surfaces, comparing residence time and oxygen across both data range and spatial domain in a simulation
of coal combustion in GE-Alstom’s 15 MWth Boiler Simulation Facility (BSF) rendering 16 fps at 10241024 on an NVIDIA
Geforce GT 650M mobile GPU.

Abstract
Multifield data are common in visualization. However, reducing these data to comprehensible
geometry is a challenging problem. Fiber surfaces, an analogy of isosurfaces to bivariate volume
data, are a promising new mechanism for understanding multifield volumes. In this work, we explore
direct ray casting of fiber surfaces from volume data without any explicit geometry extraction. We
sample directly along rays in domain space, and perform geometric tests in range space where
fibers are defined, using a signed distance field derived from the control polygons. Our method
requires little preprocess, and enables real-time exploration of data, dynamic modification and pixel-
exact rendering of fiber surfaces, and support for higher-order interpolation in domain space. We
demonstrate this approach on several bivariate datasets, including analysis of multi-field
combustion data.
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Interactive FSCP Editor
FSCP editor allows users to drag FSCP vertices and drag the
entire polygon to explore data interactively

Our FSCP editor classifying the Ethane-Diol dataset.

Higher-order filtering
A major benefit of our approach is that it operates 
independently of the choice of interpolation filter.

Higher-order interpolation of the Homo-Lumo dataset. Left: 
rendering image with B-spline filter .Right: without B-spline 
filter.
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Though our method cannot guarantee never missing
fibers, the artifacts will become less and converge, when
segment size is small.
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Use Case: Coal boiler combustion in Uintah
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